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THE CITY MOTHER
A NOVEL BY MAYA SINHA

Fresh out of college, small-town crime reporter Cara Nielsen sees 
disturbing things that suggest, for the first time in her life, that evil is real. 
But as the daughter of two secular academics, she pushes that notion aside. 
When her smart, ambitious boyfriend asks her to marry him and move to a 
faraway city, it’s a dream come true.

Four years later, confined to a city apartment with a toddler, Cara fears she 
is losing her mind. Sleeplessness, isolation, and postpartum hormones have 
altered her view of reality. Something is wrong in the lost, lonely world into 
which she’s brought a child. Visions hint at mysteries she can’t explain, and 
evil seems not only real—it’s creeping ever closer.

As her marriage falters and friends disappear, Cara seeks guidance from 
books, films, therapy, even the saints, when she’s not scrubbing the diaper 
pail. Meanwhile, someone is crying out for help that only she can give. 
Cara must confront big questions about reality and illusion, health and 
illness, good and evil—and just how far she is willing to go to protect those 
she loves.

ENDORSEMENTS
“With The City Mother, Maya Sinha adds an electric new entry to the 
distinguished ledger of Catholic fiction. Hip and stylish, yet pulsing with 
mystic energy, her tale of a precarious young family illuminates the unseen 
operations of grace and evil in a secular age. Sinha’s hypnotic storytelling 
marks a thrilling literary debut.” —Mary Eberstadt, author of Primal 
Screams and Adam and Eve After the Pill

“I’ve been waiting for this novel a long time—a subtle, compelling mystery 
that brings to life the surreal world of postpartum motherhood and reveals 
its link to the numinous. I’m already anticipating Sinha’s next book.” 
—Abigail Favale, author of Into the Deep
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ABOUT MAYA SINHA
Maya Sinha grew up in New Mexico and was a staff writer for the 
Santa Fe Reporter before moving to California for law school. As a lawyer 
with school-aged kids, she wrote a regular humor column for the local 
newspaper. In 2019, she became a columnist for The Saturday Evening 
Post. Her work has appeared in The Lamp Magazine, Dappled Things, and 
Book & Film Globe. She lives near Sacramento, California with her family. 
Visit her online at mayasinhawriter.com.
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW
Q: Tell us abouT your book. 

The City Mother is a novel set in modern-day America, 
around 2010. It tells the story of a young newspaper 
reporter, Cara Nielsen, who rather impulsively gets 
married, moves to the big city, and starts a family. It’s a 
literary novel in that it engages with ideas, as Cara tries 
to make sense of her increasingly difficult situation. But 
it also has the fun, readable elements of genre fiction, 
especially psychological suspense or what is sometimes 
called “domestic noir.” I’ve also been a humor columnist 
for years, so there’s a lot of humor in it, too. 

Q: Where did The idea for The sTory come from? 

The story is very loosely based on my experience 
having two children in two years while living and 
working in the Bay Area. I spent a lot of that time on 
maternity leave from my law firm or between jobs, 
since I much preferred being home with my babies. 
I took copious notes on what life with an infant was 
like, trying to not only capture the experience but to 
understand what it meant apart from what the culture 
had told me. I remember putting my laptop on the 
diaper changing table and hastily typing up notes for a 
scene that would later make into the book, full of details 
I never would have remembered years later. 

The novel’s plot, however, is entirely made up. 
Once I had a collection of notes, I studied books on 
novel structure and tried to tell a story that would 
be compelling and surprising. The City Mother has 
elements of Gothic fiction: a vulnerable young 
woman confined to an old, ornate building full of odd 
characters, where things may not be as they seem. 
Before I began stitching my notes together, I studied Ira 
Levin’s 1967 novel Rosemary’s Baby for inspiration. 

Q: The ciTy in The ciTy moTher is never 
idenTified as a specific place. Why noT? 

At the risk of sounding grandiose, I felt that Cara’s story 
and the challenges she faced were universal, not tied 
to any one place. Our techno-capitalist society gives 
young women a particular set of messages about career, 
family, and motherhood, and, stated as diplomatically as 
possible, those messages leave a lot out. Once a woman 
has a baby, she undergoes profound changes that put 
her at odds with the “girlboss” ethos that’s been urged 
on her from cradle-to-corporate-office. Often, she’s 
also isolated, far from her own family, and her husband 
is not equipped to understand what’s happened to her. 
Cara’s emotional and spiritual struggles are not specific 
to San Francisco or New York; rather, they suggest 
that the 21st century’s atomized, achievement-based 
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culture is hostile to women in ways that are seldom 
acknowledged. Instead, millions of unhappy women are 
given psychiatric meds and told to take up yoga.

The city in the novel’s title is also suggestive of St. 
Augustine’s City of Man, as opposed to the City of 
God. In that sense, “the city” is earthly life. Cara must 
figure out how to be a good mother in a fallen world. 

Q: The novel's proTagonisT, cara, is a film 
aficionado Who ofTen compares her oWn life 
To The movies. WhaT role do movies play in This 
sTory? 

Cara resembles Binx Bolling in Walker Percy’s 1961 
novel The Moviegoer, another character to whom movies 
feel more real than life. As an only child in a rural town, 
she’s restless and bored like Dorothy Gale in The Wizard 
of Oz. From an early age, movies offer a fantasy life, 
an escape. 

Steeped in the movies, Cara thinks of city life as 
glamorous. But when she gets there, she finds it 
unpleasant, even menacing. She wonders whether the 
movies lied when they suggested life was beautiful, 
adventurous, and full of high-stakes drama. In fact, her 
own life is like that, just not in the way she expected. 

Cara is also a sensitive person, not merely attuned to 
movies, but to dreams and mystic visions. Her love of 
stories and vivid imagination are traits that make her 
odd and quirky, but ultimately lead her to the truth. 

Q: The novel's publisher, chrism press, is a neW 
caTholic imprinT of The chrisTian ficTion 
publisher WhiTefire. yeT, for The vasT majoriTy 
of The novel, cara is noT chrisTian or caTholic, 
buT a Typical modern sTriver WiTh no religious 
idenTiTy. in WhaT Way is The ciTy moTher a 
“caTholic novel? 

I started taking notes for City Mother when my children 
were infants, long before I became Catholic. Like G.K. 
Chesterton, I spent years reading about the Catholic 
faith, slowly developing a Catholic worldview, before I 
finally gave in and converted. 

Like Cara, I was raised with essentially no religion. But 
after having children, I realized that secular life didn’t 
make sense. The things it most prized – materialism, 
fun, and status – were not good enough for my kids, 
who were obviously made for something better than the 
rat race. Hedonism was beneath their dignity. Nihilism 
was not worthy of them. Scientific materialism was 
too small a worldview for these precious souls whose 
worth could not be empirically determined and who 
were not mere cogs in a soulless machine. When you 
see human beings up close as a parent, your deep love 
for them is a vital source of information about reality 
itself. Parenthood is, itself, a form of conversion, in 
which you die to your old self and find your greatest 
happiness in caring for someone weak and helpless. 
Mothers, especially, are biologically programmed for 
this change, an ordinary miracle we moderns disregard 
as unimportant, as if having children is just a logistical 
problem of “work-life balance.” But deep down, every 
parent knows it’s more than that. 

The City Mother describes a long conversion process, 
a burning-away of the old self, that looks and feels 
like simply being a mom. Only years later does Cara 
recognize the Church as her true home: the place that 
recognizes the sacredness of her experience and has 
done so for thousands of years in its veneration of Mary. 

Q: cara is a reader Who ofTen Turns To 
liTeraTure for guidance. Which auThors 
influenced you in WriTing This book? 

My main influences as a writer fall into three categories. 
First are literary comic writers like the British novelist 
Martin Amis, whose brilliant, hilarious, and edgy novels 
I read obsessively in my twenties. I would also put the 
French novelist Michel Houellebecq in this category, 
along with the American writer Ottessa Moshfegh, 
whose 2019 novel My Year of Rest and Relaxation is 
a dark comic masterpiece. These writers’ novels tend 
to be nihilistic, disturbing, and obscene: not books 
you want to leave lying around the house for the kids 
to read. Yet, by taking postmodern nihilism to its 
comically absurd conclusion, these perceptive, funny 
artists pave the way to a new (or renewed) interest 
in religion. 
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Second is the Catholic convert Muriel Spark, who may 
be in a category of her own. She is a superb prose stylist 
who has a firm grasp on the slippery subject of good 
and evil. Her novels are wickedly funny and acerbic, 
yet grounded in a traditional Catholic worldview. It’s 
Dorothy Parker meets Fulton Sheen. 

Third are suspense writers, especially the great Agatha 
Christie. Christie’s prose is so clean and precise that 
her novels written in the 1920s and ‘30s seem fresh and 
timeless. Her ability to create narrative tension through 
dialogue and a few subtle details is astonishing. I also 
admire Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn, who was strongly 
influenced by Christie and wrote a smart, engrossing 
novel about a troubled marriage that spirals out 
of control. 

Q: The ciTy moTher deals WiTh good and 
evil and includes some dark momenTs. yeT The 
narraTive voice is freQuenTly ironic or comic. 
hoW does humor figure inTo a novel abouT evil? 

To paraphrase the novelist Walter Kirn: Humor is 
simply the truth. Nothing is funny unless it is, on some 
level, true. People who tend to see the humor in events 
are taking the express route from Point A to Point B: a 
lightning-quick apprehension of the underlying truth of 
what’s happening. That’s why, in an oppressive system, 
no one is allowed to make jokes: because they’re too 
revelatory of the truth. 

Cara, the novel’s narrator, has an ironic cast of mind. 
She takes things seriously and, at the same time, notices 
when they are funny or absurd. Her ability to see the 
comic truth of situations is related to her heightened 
sense of the numinous or supernatural. 

That’s the sophisticated explanation. The more down-
to-earth reason is that I enjoy comic novels. I tend to 
find humorless novels a slog. 

Q: Who do you hope Will read The ciTy moTher, 
and WhaT do you hope They'll Take aWay from iT? 

I hope that many readers will find it interesting and 
entertaining. But I especially hope young women 

will read it. For them, The City Mother is a message in 
a bottle. 

Lacking guidance, Cara blunders into a life that proves 
very difficult: starting a family in a high-priced city; 
with a secular, career-focused husband; no nearby 
relatives to help her; and no religious or community 
support. It is almost impossible for her to stay home 
with her kids, because her life is not set up to be a 
hands-on mom. Instead, she is under immense pressure 
to get back to work and leave the “childcare” to others. 
Yet, caring for her own children is the thing she most 
wants to do. If someone had told her that feeling 
was normal and predictable, she could have planned 
accordingly. I hope this novel will prompt these 
discussions between young women and their female 
relatives, their husbands, and each other. 

I hope older women will see some of their own 
experience of motherhood reflected in this novel. 
Women don’t get many “novels of ideas” written for 
them; those types of books are usually written by men 
(e.g., Amis, Houellebecq) and thus lack insight into 
the female experience. Just as Mary Cassatt’s paintings 
of mothers and young children were striking and 
original, because not many painters (except Catholics!) 
were interested in that subject, a literary novel about 
the mother of a baby and toddler is unusual and, 
hopefully, refreshing. 

Of course, there’s plenty in the novel for men to like. 
I hope the character of Cara’s husband, Tim, is fairly 
and sympathetically portrayed. He, too, is in a situation 
for which he has been totally unprepared. As Cara says, 
the two of them are like children themselves, bravely 
walking hand-in-hand into the woods.  I hope we can 
do a better job preparing the next generation to form 
strong, functional families. Maybe this novel has a 
modest role to play. 
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excerpT from THE CITY MOTHER

a sTrange Thing has happened To me. i hesiTaTe To WriTe iT doWn.
 
I sat on a wooden park bench by the lake, graffiti carved into its peeling surface. Two plastic drugstore bags 
containing baby wipes, Q-tips, toothpaste, and an aspirational tube of lipstick rested beside me, contents baking in 
the sun.
 
Even in the cramped and smelly circus of our lives, where personal mystery was at a fantastically low ebb, I’d 
discovered it was possible to have secrets. The trick was to get out of the house, to slip its surly bonds. And that was 
why I would occasionally make a show of packing up my yoga mat or some overdue library books and, with an air 
of fond reluctance, bid my family au revoir and go and smoke.
 
At the drugstore, I’d bought the most expensive pack of cigarettes they had. Its pretty box and silver foil were like 
a birthday present—a present from someone who was trying to kill me by slow degrees, but festive nonetheless. I 
had a complex relationship with its pretentious label. Marketers somewhere were trying to get me to associate their 
product with glamour and sophistication, and I saw right through that, but nonetheless I did associate their product 
with glamour and sophistication. Because smoking expensive cigarettes alone was awesome. No one could place a 
hand on me with their bodily needs or bourgeois morality. I was off the grid, incommunicado, destroying my own 
cells with relish.

Today, I was also writing in a small notebook. It felt like a throwback to my old life, a life of words, words, words. 
The husk of my logical mind, hollowed out by hundreds of hours of lost sleep, was trying fitfully to reason. Focus.
 
I think maybe it has something to do with my brain?

Exhaling a column of smoke, I pondered my own brain. Something had changed, something no one told me about. 
Searching for clues, I had been reading up on the subject. During pregnancy, the brain shrinks about six percent... Short-
term memory is affected...A hormonal cascade that shifts her into fight-or-flight mode...Ability to respond to infants’ needs and 
to detect threatening people in their environment...Dramatic neuroplasticity...Scientists do not fully understand at this time... 
 
It always hit me when I walked into the building. Out on the streets, it was a low, uncomfortable hum of awareness, 
a stress headache of the emotions. I couldn’t get a precise read. But in the apartment building, where a few dozen 
people lived out their lives—ate, slept, sat transfixed by their screens, struggled, dreamed, despaired, year after year—a 
troubled feeling-tone permeated the jewel-toned carpet, the staircase connecting the lobby and mezzanine, the 
dripping sink in the sun-washed laundry room, the dim interior corridors, the fire escapes on every floor.

There is something wrong with everybody here.          
 
It is in 3C.

I can feel it seeping into the apartment, through the walls.


